
  
 

        

 

 

 

Choose Your DJ/MC Package! 
 

4 HOUR WEDDING PACKAGE: $895 

4 hours with a professional DJ/MC, large sound system, and unlimited online 

reception planning tools with personalized access. Planning meeting with your 

DJ/MC to cover all details prior to the wedding. 

5 HOUR WEDDING PACKAGE: $950 

5 hours with a professional DJ/MC, large sound system, and unlimited online 

reception planning tools with personalized access. Planning meeting with your 

DJ/MC to cover all details prior to the wedding. 

UNLIMITED TIME WEDDING PACKAGE: $1295 

Unlimited time with a professional DJ/MC, large sound system, and unlimited online 

reception planning tools with personalized access. Meet your DJ prior to the event 

to cover all of the details creating that trouble-free evening for you. (Package for 

One Day Only). 

ULTIMATE WEDDING PACKAGE: $1995 

Unlimited time (One Day Only), DJ/MC’s Doug Haney & April Skelton, large sound 

system, premier dance lighting, 10 uplights, Two 42” Flat Screen TV’s, online 

planning tools and meeting before the big day with Doug. (Subject to Availability) 

 

 

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS: 
 

ADDITIONAL HOURS: $95 /hr. 

WEDDING CEREMONY SYSTEM: $250 

For ceremony in gazebos or outdoors where this is separate from reception 

Includes lavaliere microphone for officiant allowing everyone to hear, one handheld 

microphone if needed for reading or singing during the ceremony. 

ADDITIONAL SOUND SYSTEM: $250 

Sound system for larger venue or a venue broken up into multiple rooms. Can be 

fed wirelessly and will allow all of your guests to hear all of the announcements and 

music clearly regardless of their location. 

TRAVEL CHARGE: $100  

A travel charge will be added to and event that is more than 50 miles from our 

office location to the event venue. 
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Choose Your Lighting / Video Bundle! 
 

PREMIER DANCE LIGHTING: $325 

Creates a club type atmosphere. Consists of 8 lighting fixtures and of course we 

always include the mirror ball. Our lighting will splash color on the walls, floor and 

ceiling, as well as move to the beat of the music. 

LIGHTING BUNDLE 1: $350 

Highlight your cake table; up-light your room in any color! (10 fixtures) 

LIGHTING BUNDLE 2: $750 

Highlight your cake table; up-light your room in any color! (15 fixtures), includes 

custom monogram to project your name / initials on a wall or dance floor. ($50 

savings) 

LIGHTING BUNDLE 3: $875 

Highlight your cake table; up-light your room in any color! (20 fixtures), includes 

custom monogram to project your name / initials on a wall or dance floor. ($100 

savings) 

LIGHTING BUNDLE 4: $995 

Highlight your cake table; up-light your room in any color! (20 fixtures), includes 

custom monogram to project your name / initials on a wall or dance floor. Light your 

dance floor with 4 color changing LED fixtures. ($305 savings) 

 

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS 

 

INDIVIDUAL UPLIGHTS: $35 / EA 

Purchase up-lights individually to fit your specific needs 

CUSTOM MONOGRAM: $275 / EA. 

A uniquely designed monogram you can project on a wall or dance floor. 

MEMORY DVD (INCLUDES 3 DVD): $195 

Allow us to create a photo montage DVD for your wedding. Select favorite pictures 

to be shown in a photo montage with the favorite songs of your choice. We handle 

scanning all of the photos. This is great for playing following dinner. 

VIDEO PROJECTOR & SCREEN: $250 (Video Player not included) 

42” TV ON STAND: $175 / EA. 

50” TV ON STAND: $275 / EA. 

70” TV ON STAND: $375 /  EA. 

These are all great for presenting videos or slideshows from virtually any device. 

(Video Player is not included in this price) 
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